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INTRODUCTION

Every year, about 400,000 to 460,000 people die from sudden cardiac
death (SCD) (1). Arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy (ACM) is one of
the most arrhythmic forms of heart disease and a leading cause of
SCD in young athletes (2). Clinical features of ACM include ventricular dysfunction and arrhythmias, whereas salient pathological
traits encompass myocyte apoptosis and necrosis and replacement
of the myocardium with fibrous and fatty (fibro-fatty) tissue (3).
Despite myocyte death as one of the most reported characteristics,
this is a poorly understood pathological feature of ACM. Myocyte
death has a pivotal role in contributing to myocardial fibrosis
and subsequent re-entrant ventricular arrhythmia. Furthermore,
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individuals with ACM are particularly at risk of increased disease
progression and SCD in response to exercise (4, 5).
Desmoglein-2 (DSG2) is essential to the function and stability of
the cardiac desmosome (6), and pathogenic variants in human DSG2
are the second most common cause of ACM (7). Homozygous Dsg2
mutant (Dsg2mut/mut) mice harbor a knock-in mutation in murine
Dsg2, resulting in the loss of exons 4 and 5, generation of two stop
codons in exon 6, and nonsense-mediated mRNA degradation,
where recapitulation of ACM phenotypes is due to DSG2 loss of
function (8). Our prior work demonstrated that sedentary Dsg2mut/mut
mice recapitulate key ACM phenotypes by early adulthood (16 weeks
of age), such as repolarization and depolarization abnormalities detected by electrocardiography (ECG), cardiac dysfunction, intercalated disc remodeling, myocyte injury characterized by inflammation
and fibrosis (8), cardiac calcium (Ca2+) mishandling, and myocardial
lipid accumulation via the presence of perilipin-1 immunofluorescence microscopy (9). Despite the presence of these functional and
pathological cardiac phenotypes, including extensive biventricular
fibrosis, sedentary Dsg2mut/mut mice live well into adulthood and
their hearts have few or no apoptotic nuclei (8). However, in response
to chronic physical effort, an increasing number of Dsg2mut/mut mice
experience exercise-induced sudden death, and those that survive
to the exercise end point exhibit many myocardial apoptotic nuclei
(8). However, it remains unknown how environmental factors,
such as exercise, promote myocyte cell death and pathological
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Myocyte death occurs in many inherited and acquired cardiomyopathies, including arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy
(ACM), a genetic heart disease plagued by the prevalence of sudden cardiac death. Individuals with ACM and
harboring pathogenic desmosomal variants, such as desmoglein-2 (DSG2), often show myocyte necrosis with progression to exercise-associated heart failure. Here, we showed that homozygous Dsg2 mutant mice (Dsg2mut/mut),
a model of ACM, die prematurely during swimming and display myocardial dysfunction and necrosis. We detected
calcium (Ca2+) overload in Dsg2mut/mut hearts, which induced calpain-1 (CAPN1) activation, association of CAPN1
with mitochondria, and CAPN1-induced cleavage of mitochondrial-bound apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF). Cleaved
AIF translocated to the myocyte nucleus triggering large-scale DNA fragmentation and cell death, an effect potentiated by mitochondrial-driven AIF oxidation. Posttranslational oxidation of AIF cysteine residues was due, in
part, to a depleted mitochondrial thioredoxin-2 redox system. Hearts from exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice were depleted of calpastatin (CAST), an endogenous CAPN1 inhibitor, and overexpressing CAST in myocytes protected
against Ca2+ overload–induced necrosis. When cardiomyocytes differentiated from Dsg2mut/mut embryonic stem
cells (ES-CMs) were challenged with -adrenergic stimulation, CAPN1 inhibition attenuated CAPN1-induced AIF
truncation. In addition, pretreatment of Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs with an AIF-mimetic peptide, mirroring the cyclophilin-A
(PPIA) binding site of AIF, blocked PPIA-mediated AIF-nuclear translocation, and reduced both apoptosis and
necrosis. Thus, preventing CAPN1-induced AIF-truncation or barring binding of AIF to the nuclear chaperone,
PPIA, may avert myocyte death and, ultimately, disease progression to heart failure in ACM and likely other forms
of cardiomyopathies.
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RESULTS

Exercise triggers extensive myocyte necrosis in the
hearts of Dsg2mut/mut mice
Endurance exercise exacerbates left ventricular (LV) dysfunction in
Dsg2mut/mut mice (8). Myocyte loss is a primary culprit of LV dysfunction in Dsg2mut/mut mice (8), yet right ventricular (RV) dysfunction is more prominent in patients with ACM (15). Therefore, we
determined the impact of chronic swimming on both RV and LV
function in Dsg2mut/mut mice, and the extent of myocyte loss contributing to cardiac dysfunction. We subjected 5-week-old wild-type
(WT) and Dsg2mut/mut mice to an 11-week (90 min/day, 5 days/week)
endurance swim protocol, as previously described (8). Only 56%
Chelko et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 13, eabf0891 (2021)
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(n = 15 of 27) of Dsg2mut/mut mice survived, whereas almost all WT
mice survived (91% survival, n = 20 of 22) to the end of the 11-week
protocol (Fig. 1A). Of the survivors, Dsg2mut/mut mice presented with
both LV and RV dysfunction, represented by the grossly dilated RV
and LV chambers (Fig. 1B) and impaired systolic function assessed
by a considerable reduction in percent RV and LV ejection fraction
(%RVEF and %LVEF, respectively; Fig. 1C and table S1), and aberrant ECG properties, such as reduced S-amplitude and increased
Q-amplitude, indicative of repolarization and depolarization abnormalities (table S1 and fig. S1A). Furthermore, a robust correlative
relationship between reduced LVEF and reduced RVEF was apparent
in exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice (Fig. 1C).
Myocardial inflammation and fibrosis were both prominent in
Dsg2mut/mut myocardium of exercised mice (fig. S1, B to D). We observed diffuse epicardial-to-endocardial fibrosis throughout the RV,
with highly localized epicardial-to-endocardial fibrotic lesions within
the LV free wall from exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice (fig. S1C). The
fibrotic area within each ventricle of the exercised mutant mice was
significantly greater than fibrotic areas in the ventricles of the WT
mice (fig. S1D, P < 0.05 for both ventricles). These characteristics are
more often associated with necrotic death than with apoptotic-induced
cardiac remodeling (16). Thus, determining the extent and modality
(that is, apoptosis or necrosis) by which exercise triggers myocyte cell
death in Dsg2mut/mut myocardium is of pathological relevance. Previously, we showed that myocardium from exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice have
increased numbers of apoptotic cells, as detected with the apoptotic
marker, TUNEL (terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase–mediated
deoxyuridine triphosphate nick end labeling) (8). Here, we evaluated
myocardial tissue for necrosis by immunolabeling for high-mobility-
group box-1 (HMGB1). Loss of nuclear HMGB1, a non-histone
DNA binding protein, is a histological indicator of necrosis (17).
In hearts from exercised WT mice, HMGB1 was almost exclusively localized in the myocyte nucleus (Fig. 1D), denoting healthy
myocytes. In contrast, Dsg2mut/mut hearts exhibited HMGB1-positive
(HMGB1+) nuclei in myocytes, as well as HMGB1 localized in the
perinuclear region and cytoplasm, indicating necrosis (Fig. 1, D and E).
Release of nuclear HMGB1 from cells functions as a “danger signal,”
acting as a chemotactic molecule for immune cells to sites of injury
(17). Consistent with recruitment of immune cells to the myocardium
of exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice, we additionally detected abundant
HMGB1+ nuclei in non-CMs surrounding neighboring CMs (Fig. 1,
E and F). Quantification of CMs with HMGB1+ nuclei revealed a
significant decrease in the hearts of mutant mice compared with
those in WT mice (Fig. 1F, P < 0.05). These results indicated that, in
Dsg2mut/mut hearts from exercised mice, necrotic cells were primarily
myocytes and the cells with HMGB1+ nuclear staining were primarily
infiltrating immune cells (Fig. 1, E and F).
CAPN1 activation accounts for myocyte necrosis in
exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice
Increased intracellular calcium (Ca2+) is well documented in individuals with ACM (18), and abnormal Ca2+ handling occurs in isolated Dsg2mut/mut myocytes (9). Ca2+ overload is a major cause of
myocardial necrosis (19), and activation of the Ca2+-dependent
cysteine proteases, CAPN1 and CAPN2, promotes Ca2+ overload–
induced necrosis (20). Therefore, we assessed myocardial CAPN1
(Fig. 2, A to C) and CAPN2 abundance from the hearts of sedentary
and exercised mice (fig. S2A). In vivo, native 80-kDa CAPNs undergo
Ca2+-dependent autoproteolytic cleavage generating active 75-kDa
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progression both in individuals with ACM and in this mouse model
of ACM.
In this study, we report in vivo evidence that chronic endurance
exercise in Dsg2mut/mut mice activated the Ca2+-dependent cysteine
protease calpain-1 (CAPN1), leading to CAPN1-mediated truncation of mitochondrial-bound apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF).
Excessive myocardial reactive oxygen species (ROS), in conjunction
with a depleted mitochondrial thioredoxin-2 (TXN2) ROS buffering system, in the hearts of trained Dsg2mut/mut mice enhanced AIF
oxidation. In turn, oxidized and truncated AIF migrated to the
myocyte nucleus, triggering large-scale DNA fragmentation. In vitro,
we showed that challenging HL-1 cells, an immortalized mouse
cardiomyocyte (CM) cell line, with increased intracellular Ca2+ concentrations drives CAPN1 activation, mitochondrial membrane depolarization, movement of CAPN1 to the mitochondria, and necrotic
cell death. Furthermore, hearts from exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice
displayed a marked depletion in the amounts of the endogenous
CAPN1 inhibitor, calpastatin (CAST). Overexpressing CAST or
pretreatment with the cell-permeable CAPN1 inhibitor, calpeptin,
protected HL-1 cells against Ca2+ overload–induced cell death. In
addition, calpeptin blocked CAPN1-mediated truncation of AIF in
CMs derived from embryonic stem cells (ES-CMs) generated from
Dsg2mut/mut mouse embryos, even in mutant ES-CMs chronically
stimulated with the -adrenergic agonist isoproterenol (ISO) or
increased intracellular Ca2+.
Last, we report the influence of peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase
(PPIA; also known as cyclophilin-A) in the nuclear transport of AIF
in CMs from the ACM model. Prior research demonstrated PPIA
acts as an AIF nuclear chaperone, translocating AIF from the cytosol
to the nucleus, leading to AIF-mediated DNA degradation (10–12),
whereas heat shock protein–70 (HSP70) acts to prevent nuclear
import of AIF (13, 14). In both the hearts from exercised mice and
ES-CMs stimulated with ISO and Ca2+, Dsg2mut/mut CMs displayed
reduced amounts of HSP70. We also detected reduced amounts of
free, AIF-unbound PPIA and increased amounts of AIF-bound PPIA
in the hearts of Dsg2mut/mut mice subjected to chronic exercise. Last,
we showed that an AIF-mimetic peptide that disrupts the AIF-PPIA
complex prevented PPIA-mediated nuclear import of AIF and reduced markers of apoptotic and necrotic death in Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs
chronically exposed to -adrenergic and Ca2+ stimuli. Our study
unravels a pathogenic role for a CAPN1-PPIA-AIF axis in exercise-
induced or -adrenergic–stimulated death of Dsg2mut/mut myocytes.
Present findings offer new therapeutic avenues for preventing pathological progression to heart failure and cardiac dysfunction in individuals with ACM.
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CAPN peptides (21). Regardless of genotype, we detected a single
CAPN2 protein in the myocardium of sedentary and exercised
mice, indicating no regulated cleavage of this protein (fig. S2A).
Conversely, hearts of exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice showed increased
amounts of both native (80 kDa) CAPN1 and cleaved, active
(75 kDa) CAPN1 compared to hearts from trained WT mice
(Fig. 2, A to C).
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We investigated whether increased cytosolic Ca2+ is necessary and
sufficient to activate CAPNs and trigger CAPN-mediated myocyte
cell death in vitro. We used HL-1 cells (an immortalized cardiac cell
line), which have many features of an adult cardiac phenotype and
are used frequently in ACM pathogenesis studies (22–25). HL-1 cells
were incubated in sodium (Na+)–containing Hanks’ Balanced Salt
(HBS) solution (HBS Na) or HBS in which Na+ was replaced by potassium
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Fig. 1. RV and LV dysfunction and myocardial necrosis in response to endurance exercise in Dsg2mut/mut mice. (A) Percent survival during swim. *P < 0.05 compared
to WT, Mantel-Cox survival analysis. (B) Representative long-axis (top) and two-dimensional (2D), B-mode (bottom two panels) echocardiography from exercised WT and
Dsg2mut/mut mice. Data are representative of n ≥ 15 mice per genotype. Yellow-dashed box indicates enlarged image of 2D, B-mode middle. (C) Comparison of the percent
RV ejection fraction (%RVEF) with the percent left ventricle ejection fraction (%LVEF) using Pearson’s correlation analysis. P values represent Pearson’s correlation between
%RVEF and %LVEF within each genotype (n ≥ 12 mice per genotype per parameter). (D and E) Representative HMGB1 immunostained myocardium from exercised WT
and Dsg2mut/mut mice. White arrows, cardiomyocytes (CMs) positive (+) for HMGB1 nuclear localization; yellow arrows, non-CMs with HMGB1+ nuclei; white arrowheads,
cytoplasmic HMGB1. In (E), dotted-line white boxes highlight enlarged areas in the right panels with the upper boxed area shown in the first panel to the right and the
lower boxed area shown in the second panel to the right. Yellow scale bar in the first panel (E), 100 m; white scale bars, 20 m. (F) Quantification of CMs and non-CMs
positive for nuclear HMGB1 in myocardium from exercised Dsg2mut/mut and WT mice. Data are presented as means ± SEM (n = 7 mice per genotype per parameter; *P < 0.05
Dsg2mut/mut CMs compared to WT CMs; †P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut non-CMs compared to WT non-CMs using paired t test).
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(K+) to depolarize the plasma membrane and in the presence of vanadate to inhibit the plasma membrane Ca2+-ATPase (adenosine
triphosphatase) (HBS KV). In HBS KV medium, calcimycin, a Ca2+
ionophore, triggered cytosolic Ca2+ overload in HL-1 cells (Fig. 2D).
As controls, we showed that Ca2+ overload did not occur upon calcimycin addition in cells incubated in HBS Na medium alone or in
HBS KV or HBS Na medium in the presence of the Ca2+-chelating
agent EGTA (Fig. 2D).
To investigate Ca2+-mediated CAPN1 activation, cells were preloaded with a synthetic CAPN1 substrate, Suc-LLVY-AMC, that
fluoresces upon cleavage. CAPN1-mediated substrate cleavage occurred only in cells subjected to Ca2+ overload (Fig. 2E). In addition,
Ca2+ overload in HL-1 cells exposed to HBS KV medium resulted
Chelko et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 13, eabf0891 (2021)
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Hearts from exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice display prominent
CAST depletion
CAPN1 activation is endogenously inhibited by CAST (29), and
CAST is a CAPN1 substrate (30). CAST exhibits tissue- and cell-
specific isoforms. Skeletal (145/135-kDa doublet), cardiac (120/110-kDa
doublet), T cell (70-kDa isoform), and erythrocyte (70-kDa isoform)
CAST isoforms all contain CAPN1 binding domains (31). We tested
whether any differences in endogenous CAST abundance and
proteolytic CAST degradation product(s) occur in the hearts of
Dsg2mut/mut mice compared to the hearts of WT mice, at rest and in
response to swimming. The highest–molecular weight CAST protein
detected in cardiac tissue, regardless of genotype or condition, migrated
4 of 21
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Fig. 2. CAPN1 activation is associated with calcium overload and cell death, promoting myocyte necrosis.
(A) Representative calpain-1 (CAPN1 recognizing domain IV) immunoblot of heart lysates from sedentary (rest) and
exercised (swim) mice. (B and C) Quantification of CAPN1 in hearts from Dsg2mut/mut and WT mice. Data are presented
as means ± SEM [n = 6 mice per genotype per cohort with *P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (swim) compared to WT (swim) using
one-way ANOVA in (B) and *P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (swim) compared to WT (swim) using two-tailed, paired t test in (C)].
(D) HL-1 cells incubated in HBS sodium (HBS Na) medium or HBS with potassium and vanadate (HBS KV) medium in
the absence or presence of 5 mM EGTA and calcimycin (1 M, black arrow) to induce calcium (Ca2+) overload. a.u.,
arbitrary units. (E) CAPN1 activity, monitored by proteolytic cleavage of a synthetic peptide (Suc-LLVY-AMC) to produce
fluorescence, in HL-1 cells exposed to the indicated media. (F) Death of HL-1 cells exposed to the indicated media,
detected by lactose dehydrogenase (LDH) release into the media. (G) Representative immunoblot of poly (ADP-ribose)
polymerase-1 (PARP-1) and caspase-3 and their cleaved product in HL-1 lysates. Cells were exposed to calcimycin in
HBS KV medium (HBS KVC) or to staurosporin in the Claycomb medium (Sigma-Aldrich, no. 51800C) for the times indicated in the panel (8 or 24 hours for staurosporine; 30 or 60 min for HBS KVC). Data are representative of one of six
experiments. For (D) to (F), data are presented as means ± SD (n = 6 independent experiments per cohort, with n = 3 cell
culture replicates per condition; *P < 0.05 HBS KV compared to all other conditions using one-way ANOVA).

in cell death, which we measured by
release of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
into the medium (Fig. 2F). EGTA in
the incubation media attenuated both
CAPN1 activation (Fig. 2E) and cell death
(Fig. 2F). Release of LDH does not discriminate between cell death modality;
therefore, we investigated whether Ca2+
overload–induced cell death occurred
through necrosis, apoptosis, or both. HL-1
cell culture lysates were assessed for
cleavage products of caspase-3 (26) and
poly [adenosine 5′-diphosphate (ADP)–
ribose] polymerase-1 (PARP-1) (27),
markers of apoptosis. Consistent with
in vivo findings indicating that cell death
was primarily due to necrosis (Fig. 1,
D to F), cleavage of PARP-1 and caspase-3
was not detected in HL-1 cells subjected
to Ca2+ overload (Fig. 2G). Conversely,
these cleavage products were evident upon
the exposure of HL-1 cells to staurosporine
(Fig. 2G), an inducer of apoptosis (28).
The relationship between the extent
of Ca2+ overload with CAPN1 activation
and cell death was investigated by adding
EGTA at different times to HL-1 cells subjected to Ca2+ overload (fig. S2, B to E).
EGTA decreased in Fluo4 FF fluorescence,
indicating a reduction in intracellular
Ca2+ and thereby reducing the duration
of intracellular Ca2+ overload (fig. S2B).
Furthermore, EGTA addition to HL-1 cells
10 min after the addition of calcimycin resulted in minimal cell death, whereas the
addition of EGTA 40 min after calcimycin resulted in the greatest extent of cell
death, even more than resulted from calcimycin added to HBS KV media without
EGTA (fig. S2C). In addition, CAPN1
activation displayed a strict dependence
on the duration of Ca2+ overload (fig.
S2D). Correlation analysis confirmed
the positive relationship between the duration of Ca2+ overload and the extent of
CAPN1 activity and cell death (fig. S2E).
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Fig. 3. CAST abundance is reduced in hearts of Dsg2mut/mut mice, and CAST overexpression or CAPN inhibition rescues HL-1 cells from Ca2+ overload–induced
cell death. (A) Representative immunoblots probed for changes in calpastatin (CAST) from sedentary (left, rest) and exercised (right, swim) mice. Black arrowheads, CAST
isoforms; red arrowheads, CAST proteolytic fragments. Immunoblots are representative of n = 6 mice per genotype per condition. GAPDH was used as a loading control.
(B) Quantification of CAST isoforms in myocardial lysates from sedentary and exercised Dsg2mut/mut and WT mice. Data are presented as means ± SEM [n = 6 mice per
genotype per condition; *P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (rest) compared to WT (rest); †P < 0.05 for any group compared to WT (swim) using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc
test]. (C) Quantification of CAST fragments (90, 65, and 60 kDa) from sedentary and exercised cohorts. Data are presented as mean ± SEM (n = 6 mice per genotype per
condition, indicated comparisons determined using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test). (D) Live-cell imaging of HL-1 cells transfected with a CAST-GFP (green)
overexpression construct subjected to HBS KV medium in the absence and presence of calcimycin (1 M), to induce Ca2+ overload. Trypan blue (red) admits red fluorescence
via confocal microscopy and is only taken up in dead cells. Of note, HL-1 cells overexpressing CAST (green cells) are protected from Ca2+ overload–induced cell death
(absence of red fluorescence in green cells). Images representative of n = 6 independent experiments, with n = 3 replicates per cell culture per condition. In (E) to (J), HL-1
cells were exposed to the conditions indicated in each panel. (E) Mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) was monitored using the fluorescent ratiometric probe JC-1
(1.5 M). *P < 0.05 for HBS KV compared to HBS Na; †P < 0.05 for HBS KV with either calpeptin or PD150606 compared to HBS KV using one-way ANOVA. (F) Intracellular
calcium was monitored by means of Fluo4 FF fluorescence. *P < 0.05 for HBS Na compared to all other conditions using one-way ANOVA. (G) CAPN1 activity was monitored by proteolysis of the synthetic peptide Suc-LLVY-AMC (25 M). (H) Cell death was detected as LDH release. In (G) and (H), *P < 0.05 for HBS KV compared to all
conditions; †P < 0.05 for HBS KV with calpeptin (50, 100, or 150 M) compared to HBS KV using one-way ANOVA. For (E) to (H), data are presented as means ± SD, n = 6
independent experiments per cohort, with n = 3 cell culture replicates/condition. (I) Representative immunoblots of CAPN1 or CAPN2 in purified mitochondria from HL-1
cells incubated under the indicated conditions for 2 min. Equal protein loading was indicated by staining with antibodies recognizing the mitochondrial protein OPA1.
(J) Representative immunoblots of CAPN1 in purified mitochondria from HL-1 cells subjected to calcium overload (HBS KVC) in the absence or presence of EGTA (5 mM),
calpeptin (50 M), or PD150606 (10 M). Cells were incubated under the indicated conditions for 2 min. For (I) and (J), immunoblots used CAPN1 antibody that recognizes
domain IV and are representative of n = 6 independent experiments per cohort, with n = 3 cell culture replicates per condition. (K and L) Myocardial samples were analyzed
from mice of the indicated genotype subjected to the swim protocol. Representative immunoblots of CAPN1 (using an antibody that recognizes domain III) in cytosolic
(Cyto.) fractions and mitochondrial fractions (Mito. Bound). GAPDH was used as a loading control for cytosolic lysates; cytochrome C (cytC) was used as a loading control
for mitochondria-bound samples. Quantification is shown and statistical differences [*P < 0.05 for 75-kDa CAPN1 Dsg2mut/mut (swim) compared to 75 kDa CAPN1 WT
(swim)] were determined using one-way ANOVA.
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Mitochondrial dysfunction precedes Ca2+-mediated,
CAPN1-induced necrosis
Mitochondrial perturbations are implicated in many cell death modalities (19, 35–37), and mitochondrial alterations and pathological
intracellular Ca2+ concentrations ([Ca2+]i) occur in cardiac disorders,
such as ischemia-reperfusion (I/R) (38). CMs derived from human
pluripotent stem cells from an ACM patient display mitochondrial
dysfunction and concomitant cell death (39). Hence, we monitored
mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) in HL-1 cells challenged
with Ca2+ overload, in the presence or absence of two functionally
distinct CAPN1 inhibitors (calpeptin and PD150606) (Fig. 3E). Calpeptin interacts with the catalytic site of CAPN1, whereas PD150606
interferes with the Ca2+-mediated activation of CAPN1 by affecting
the EF-hand domain (Ca2+ binding site) of CAPN1 (40). Challenging
HL-1 cells with Ca2+ overload decreased MMP, and calpeptin attenuated this effect (Fig. 3E). PD150606 was less effective in maintaining MMP than was calpeptin (Fig. 3E). Although both inhibitors
attenuated Ca2+ overload–induced decrease in MMP (Fig. 3E), neither affected the kinetics of cytosolic Ca2+ accumulation (Fig. 3F).
Because both calpeptin and PD150606 (to a lesser extent) preserved MMP in Ca2+ overloaded cells, we interrogated whether these
inhibitors attenuate Ca2+ overload–induced CAPN1 activity and
cell death. Calpeptin displayed a dose-dependent reduction in Ca2+
overload–induced CAPN1 substrate hydrolysis (Fig. 3G) and cell
Chelko et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 13, eabf0891 (2021)
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death (Fig. 3H). Although PD150606 also showed a dose-dependent
decrease in CAPN1 substrate hydrolysis (~60% reduction; fig. S3A),
PD150606 did not attenuate CAPN1 activity to the same degree as
did calpeptin (~75% reduction; Fig. 3G). Consistent with the less
effective CAPN1 inhibition, PD150606 was less effective in reducing cell death (~15% reduction; fig. S3B) than was calpeptin (~40%
reduction; Fig. 3H) when the responses to the highest concentrations
tested of each drug were compared.
We examined the cytosolic and mitochondrial localization of
CAPNs in HL-1 cells. Mitochondria were purified by density gradient,
and purity was confirmed by the absence of proteins from other
subcellular compartments and enrichment of both inner (optic
atrophy 1, OPA1) and outer mitochondrial membrane (monoamine
oxidase-A, MAO-A) markers (fig. S3C). CAPNs are polypeptide complexes, comprising an 80-kDa Ca2+-dependent peptide (domains I
to IV) and 28-kDa regulatory peptide (domains V and VI) (21).
Antibodies directed toward domain IV of CAPN1 and CAPN2 did
not detect an 80-kDa band in purified mitochondrial extracts (lane 3
of both immunoblots; fig. S3D), indicating that neither CAPN1 nor
CAPN2 are constitutively localized at mitochondria from HL-1 cells
under physiological Ca2+ conditions.
Because we detected a decrease in MMP that was attenuated by
CAPN inhibition, we investigated whether CAPNs translocate to
mitochondria upon Ca2+ overload. In HL-1 cells, CAPN1, but not
CAPN2, was abundantly localized in mitochondrial extracts within
2 min of Ca2+ overload (Fig. 3I). Both calpeptin and PD150606 failed
to prevent mitochondrial CAPN1 translocation induced by Ca2+
overload (Fig. 3J), whereas Ca2+ chelation with EGTA reduced the
amount of mitochondrial CAPN1 (Fig. 3J). Thus, our data indicated
that the cytosolic-to-mitochondrial translocation of CAPN1 is Ca2+
dependent yet independent of CAPN1 enzymatic activity in HL-1 cells.
As a Ca2+-regulated protein, CAPN1 undergoes both conformational changes and autoproteolytic cleavage in response to increased
[Ca2+]i. Within the 80-kDa peptide, domain IV binds Ca2+ to regulate
CAPN1 autoproteolytic cleavage and activation, whereas domain III
uses Ca2+ to control CAPN1 binding to lipid bilayers (32, 41, 42).
Thus, antibodies directed against different domains can have different
affinities and recognized inactive or active CAPN1 under different
conditions. We used an antibody against domain IV to show that
chronic exercise increased active, cleaved CAPN1 (75 kDa) in the
hearts of WT and Dsg2mut/mut mice (Fig. 2, A to C). We also used
this domain IV–targeted antibody to show that Ca2+ chelation prevented mitochondrial association of CAPN1 (Fig. 3, I and J, and
fig. S3D). To verify these findings with another antibody (9A4H8D3
antibody, which specifically binds to domain III of CAPN1), we
evaluated the subcellular localization of CAPN1 from heart lysates
from exercised WT and mutant mice. We found both total (80 kDa)
and active (75 kDa) CAPN1 in cytosolic and mitochondrial fractions
from WT cardiac lysates (Fig. 3, K and L). However, mitochondrial
fractions from hearts of exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice were enriched in
the active, cleaved CAPN1 (75 kDa) peptide (Fig. 3, K and L). These
data suggested that CAPN1 becomes activated at the mitochondria
in ACM myocytes in response to exercise.
CAPN1 activation leads to AIF truncation
Our in vivo and in vitro findings are similar to studies showing a
“mitochondriocentric” signal-transducer-effector (MSTE) pathway
in nonischemic CM necrosis (19, 43). Thus, we hypothesized that in
both HL-1 and ACM myocytes, the MSTE pathway is triggered by
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at 120 kDa (Fig. 3A). We additionally detected the 110- and 70-kDa
CAST isoforms. Compared to exercised WT cohorts, both sedentary and exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice had reduced amounts of the
120-, 110-, and 70-kDa CAST isoforms (Fig. 3, A and B).
We also analyzed CAST proteolytic fragments, as all full-length
CAST isoforms are cleaved by CAPNs generating inactive CAST
fragments (32). Regardless of genotype or condition, we observed
myocardial CAST fragments at 90- and a 65/60-kDa doublet (Fig. 3,
A and C). The abundance of the 60-kDa CAST fragment was higher
in myocardial lysates from sedentary and exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice
than from WT counterparts. The hearts from the sedentary Dsg2mut/mut
mice had significantly higher amounts of the 65-kDa fragment than
did the hearts from any other cohort of mice. These results suggested
that a deficiency in CAST, associated with increased CAST degradation, contributes to the increase in Ca2+ and CAPN1-induced
necrosis in the hearts of exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice.
To test our hypothesis that a deficiency in CAST contributes to
Ca2+ and CAPN1-induced tissue damage, we evaluated the effect of
overexpressing CAST on Ca2+ overload, CAPN1-induced death of
HL-1 cells. We fused the CAPN1-inhibitor domain of CAST (29) with
a green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter (33) and overexpressed
this CAST-GFP construct in HL-1 cells. The relatively low efficiency
of the transfection generated a mixed population of CAST-GFP–
positive cells and nontransfected (GFP-negative) cells. After transfection, HL-1 cells were cultured in HBS KV medium containing
0.4% trypan blue and then subjected to Ca2+ overload for 1 hour
(Fig. 3D). Trypan blue emits red fluorescence when sequestered by
dead or dying cells (34). Live-imaging, fluorescence-based cell viability was assessed at 30 and 60 min after the addition of calcimycin
to induce Ca2+ overload in cells exposed to HBS KV medium.
CAST-GFP–positive cells were protected from Ca2+ overload–induced
cell death (Fig. 3D). Our in vivo and in vitro data collectively
suggested that increasing CAST abundance delays Ca2+-mediated,
CAPN1-induced necrosis in myocytes.

SCIENCE TRANSLATIONAL MEDICINE | RESEARCH ARTICLE
an increase in Ca2+ (the signal), which activates CAPN1 (the transducer), leading to myocyte necrosis (the end outcome). Missing
is the identity of the mitochondrial effector responsible for myocyte necrosis in Dsg2mut/mut myocytes. Therefore, myocardium from
both sedentary and exercised WT and Dsg2mut/mut mice was assessed for changes in cytochrome C (cytC) and AIF abundance and
localization (Fig. 4, A to D, and fig. S4, A to C), two mitochondrial
proteins released in response to MMP depolarization and implicated in either apoptosis, necrosis, or both (44). In addition, AIF
is cleaved into a death-inducing truncated form (tAIF) that migrates to the nucleus, triggering large-scale DNA fragmentation
and cell death (45, 46). CAPN cleavage of AIF can produce tAIF
(fig. S4D).

In total lysates, we found no changes in the abundance of cytC
between genotypes, both at rest and after exercise (Fig. 4A and fig.
S4A). Although we detected cytC in both mitochondrial and
cytosolic extracts in exercised mice (Fig. 4D), the ratio between
cytosolic:mitochondrial-bound or mitochondrial-bound:cytosolic
cytC in exercised WT or Dsg2mut/mut mice was similar (fig. S4B).
Conversely, in both genotypes, exercised myocardium showed two
distinct AIF bands of 62 kDa [mature AIF (mAIF)] and 57 kDa (tAIF)
(Fig. 4A and fig. S4D). We found that the hearts of Dsg2mut/mut mice had
reduced amounts of mAIF compared to that in sedentary controls,
and exercise exacerbated this phenomenon (Fig. 4B). Furthermore,
myocardium from exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice showed increased
amounts of tAIF compared to that in exercised controls (Fig. 4C).
Downloaded from http://stm.sciencemag.org/ at JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV on February 17, 2021

Fig. 4. Exercise or -adrenergic stimulation increases truncation of myocardial AIF in Dsg2mut/mut myocytes. (A) Representative immunoblots of AIF with the mature
AIF (mAIF) indicated at 62 kDa and truncated AIF (tAIF) at 57 kDa in hearts of mice of the indicated genotype under sedentary (rest) or exercised (swim) conditions. GADPH
and cytC served as loading controls. (B and C) Quantification of mAIF and tAIF in hearts from the indicated mice. Data are presented as mean ± SEM [n = 6 per cohort per
condition; *P < 0.05 compared to WT (rest); †P < 0.05 compared to WT (swim); and ǂP < 0.05 compared to Dsg2mut/mut (rest)] using one-way ANOVA in (B) and two-tailed t test
in (C). (D) Representative immunoblots of AIF in subcellular fractions of ventricular lysates from exercised mice. Cyto., cytosolic extracts; Mito. Bound, mitochondrial fraction;
Nucl., nuclear fraction; Chrom. Bound, chromatin-bound fraction. (E to H) Quantification of AIF in the indicated subcellular fraction. mAIF was quantified for cytosolic and
mitochondrial fractions (E and F); tAIF was quantified for nuclear and chromatin-bound fractions (G and H). Data are presented as means ± SEM [n ≥ 6 per cohort per
compartment; *P < 0.05 compared to WT (swim)] using two-tailed t test. (I and J) Representative immunoblots from WT and Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs treated for 1 day or 7 days
with either isoproterenol (ISO; 50 M), calcium (Ca2+ 1 M), or both (ISO/Ca2+). Data are representative of one of six experiments. (K) Representative immunoblots from
WT and Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs treated for 7 days with ISO/Ca2+, with or without calpeptin (50 M) pretreatment. (L to N) Quantification of mAIF (62 kDa), tAIF (57 kDa), and
active CAPN1 in ES-CMs of the indicated genotypes subjected to conditions as in (K). Data are presented as means ± SEM (n = 6 per genotype per parameter; *P < 0.05
untreated Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs compared to untreated WT ES-CMs; †P < 0.05 calpeptin-pretreated Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs compared to untreated Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs using
one-way ANOVA).
Chelko et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 13, eabf0891 (2021)
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Considering these results, we performed subcellular fractionation AIF translocates to the myocyte nucleus in Dsg2mut/mut mice
via stepwise, gradient centrifugation to isolate cellular compartments and patients with ACM
to determine the amounts of mAIF and tAIF in cytosolic, mitochon- Because tAIF translocates to the nucleus to induce chromatin condrial, nuclear, and chromatin-bound lysates (Fig. 4, D to H). Com- densation and cell death (45), we examined whether AIF nuclear transpared to hearts from exercised WT mice, cytosolic lysates from hearts location occurs in Dsg2mut/mut myocardium, as well as in the hearts of
of exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice showed elevated mAIF (Fig. 4E), patients with ACM. Murine (Fig. 5, A to C) and human (Fig. 5, D to G)
whereas no differences in mitochondrial mAIF were observed between myocardia were analyzed for colocalization of AIF and 4′,6-diamidino-
exercise cohorts (Fig. 4F). Only hearts from exercised Dsg2mut/mut 2-phenylindole (DAPI) (45). In mice, we observed increased AIF
mice showed the presence of nuclear and chromatin-bound tAIF; nuclear colocalization in the myocardium from exercised Dsg2mut/mut
little or no tAIF was detectable in these fractions from WT counter- mice, when compared to either myocardium from exercised WT mice
or to WT and ACM sedentary cohorts (Fig. 5, A to C).
parts (Fig. 4, G and H, and fig. S4C).
Building on our in vivo exercise findings, we assessed whether an exogenous
-adrenergic stimulus, alone or in the
presence of increased [Ca2+]i, triggered
autoproteolytic activation of CAPN1 and
CAPN1-mediated truncation of AIF in
ACM myocytes. We established embryonic stem cells (ESCs) from WT and
Dsg2mut/mut mice and differentiated the
ESCs into CMs (ES-CMs). The resulting
ES-CMs were exposed to ISO (50 M)
in the absence or presence of Ca2+ (1 M).
One-day exposure to ISO alone or both
ISO and Ca2+ (ISO/Ca2+) failed to induce the 75-kDa CAPN1 fragment in
WT ES-CMs, although the 1-day exposure to ISO/Ca2+ was sufficient to generate activated CAPN1 in Dsg2mut/mut
ES-CMs (Fig. 4I). In neither genotype was
either 1-day stimulus sufficient to induce
tAIF (Fig. 4I). Conversely, 7-day exposure
(chronic) to ISO or ISO/Ca2+ was sufficient to induce tAIF in Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs,
an event accompanied by the cleavage of
CAPN1 (Fig. 4J). In contrast, the 7-day
exposure to ISO/Ca2+ induced CAPN1
activation, but not tAIF in WT ES-CMs
(Fig. 4J).
Considering the higher efficacy of
calpeptin over PD150606 on the attenuation of CAPN1 substrate hydrolysis
in HL-1 cells (Fig. 3 and fig. S3), we
assessed whether calpeptin attenuated
CAPN1 activation and AIF truncation
induced by chronic ISO/Ca2+ (Fig. 4K).
The amount of mAIF (62 kDa) was
similar in both ES-CMs of genotypes in
the presence or absence of calpeptin Fig. 5. AIF nuclear localization is increased in ACM myocardium. (A) Representative AIF-immunostained myocardium
upon chronic stimulation (Fig. 4L). How- from exercised WT and Dsg2mut/mut mice. Yellow arrowhead, perinuclear-AIF. Scale bars, 20 m. (B) AIF and DAPI fluoro+
ever, pretreatment with calpeptin lowered phore intensity versus fluorophore distribution (-) (C) Quantification of AIF-positive (% AIF ) nuclei in myocardium
mut/mut
or exercised WT and Dsg2
mice. Data are presented as mean ± SEM [n = 7 per genotype per cohort;
the amounts of both tAIF (57 kDa) and from sedentarymut/mut
(swim) compared to WT (swim); †P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (swim) compared to Dsg2mut/mut (rest),
cleaved (75 kDa) CAPN1 in Dsg2mut/mut *P < 0.05 Dsg2
using one-way ANOVA]. (D) Age at biopsy collection. Data are presented as mean ± SEM [n = 17 controls, n = 6 ACM
ES-CMs (Fig. 4, M and N). Our findings
(G−/P+), and n = 14 ACM (G+/P+)]. (E and F) Representative AIF-immunostained myocardia and AIF and DAPI fluorosuggested that ACM myocytes under- phore intensity versus fluorophore distribution at three ROIs (-). Scale bars, 20 m. (G) AIF pathology scores from
going experimental (in vitro) and envi- patients with ACM or healthy age-matched controls. AIF pathology score (AIF score) was determined from 3 to 10 ROIs
ronmental (in vivo) exercise are more by analysis of AIF and DAPI fluorophore intensity versus fluorophore distribution. Collective ACM denotes the total of
prone to Ca2+/CAPN1-mediated cleavage G+/P+ and G−/P+ ACM patients. Data are presented as means ± SEM [n = 17 controls, n = 6 ACM (G−/P+), and n = 14 ACM
of AIF.
(G+/P+) with significant differences determined by one-way ANOVA].
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retrospective exercise participation reports, as previously described
(48), from six patients with ACM for whom we had both myocardial
samples immunostained for AIF and exercise histories. These six
patients were from G+/P+ patients and all harbored a PKP2 variant
(n = 4 deletion variants, n = 1 amino acid substitution, and n = 1
mutant splice product). We analyzed metabolic equivalent of task
hours (METhrs) against AIF pathology scores and found a positive,
albeit not significant, trend between AIF pathology score and
METhrs (Pearson’s coefficient r = 0.54 and P = 0.267; fig. S5H).
Dsg2mut/mut myocardium displays lower antioxidant capacity
of the TXN system
Physical effort increases ROS production (49). If not adequately
scavenged, ROS accumulation in the heart can lead to myocardial
inflammation, fibrosis, and, ultimately, cell death. The mitochondrial
TXN2 system is essential for cell viability and is a critical regulator
of H2O2 accumulation by the mitochondria (50). We examined
whether endurance exercise contributes to the destabilization of
mitochondria in hearts of Dsg2mut/mut mice, stemming from ROS
accumulation. Furthermore, we hypothesized that ROS accumulation was due, at least in part, to a deficient TXN2 system. Using
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy (Fig. 6A), we
found that sedentary mice, regardless of genotype, displayed similar
amounts of ROS accumulation at rest (Fig. 6, B and C). Conversely,
swimming augmented ROS accumulation in Dsg2mut/mut myocardium,
an effect not detected in exercised WT mice (Fig. 6C). Thus, the
hearts of Dsg2mut/mut mice were deficient in scavenging ROS accumulation in response to exercise.
To determine whether this deficiency in ROS scavenging is related
to the TXN2 system, we evaluated the abundance of components of
the TXN2 system in the hearts from WT and Dsg2mut/mut mice under resting or exercised conditions. Compared to hearts from WT
mice, hearts from sedentary Dsg2mut/mut mice displayed a trend
toward reduced amounts of TXN2 and peroxiredoxin-3 (PRDX3),
a mitochondria-specific peroxidase (51), albeit not significant (Fig. 6,
D and E). Myocardial TXN2 reductase (TXNRD2) was nearly undetectable in sedentary mutants (Fig. 6, D and E). In healthy rodents,
myocardial TXNRD2 is up-regulated in response to physical training
(52). Therefore, we tested whether swimming increased TXNRD2
abundance in exercised cohorts. Although TXNRD2 abundance
remained considerably lower in the myocardium from exercised
Dsg2mut/mut mice compared to that in the myocardium of exercised
WT mice (Fig. 6, D and E), TXNRD2 abundance increased in response to exercise (Fig. 6, D and F). When normalized to the amount
in hearts from sedentary Dsg2mut/mut mice, myocardial samples from
exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice displayed increased TXNRD2 abundance
(Fig. 6F). In contrast to TXNRD2, exercise led to a further decrease
in TXN2 and PRDX3 content in myocardium from ACM mice
(Fig. 6, D and E).
Mitochondrial ROS can induce ROS release from cytosolic sources
(53), and inhibition of cytosolic TXN1 leads to myocardial oxidative
damage (54). Therefore, we evaluated the status of cytosolic TXN1
and TXN1 reductase (TXNRD1). Regardless of genotype, both
sedentary and exercise cohorts displayed similar TXN1 content
(Fig. 6G). Although TXNRD1 abundance was up-regulated in hearts
from sedentary ACM mice, swimming reduced TXNRD1 abundance
(Fig. 6, G and H). To determine whether there were functional differences in TXN reductase activity, we incubated myocardial homogenates with NADPH (reduced form of nicotinamide adenine
9 of 21
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Myocardial samples from three age-matched patient cohorts were
assessed for AIF localization (Fig. 5D). The first cohort included
myocardial samples obtained at autopsy from individuals with no
prior clinical history of heart disease (controls, n = 17). The second
cohort consisted of age-matched myocardia from patients with ACM
who had one of two known pathogenic desmosomal gene variants
implicated in ACM [ACM G+/P+; DSG2 (n = 2) or plakophilin-2
(PKP2, n = 12); table S2]. The third cohort consisted of myocardia
from patients with ACM in whom no pathogenic desmosomal gene
variant had been identified but who met Task Force Criteria (TFC)
(47) for ACM at the time of biopsy collection (G−/P+; n = 6). Following the methods by Daugas et al. (45), 3 to 10 regions of interest
(ROIs) were labeled in each patient myocardial sample. Samples were
then blinded and distributed to three reviewers, where each reviewer
assigned a single AIF pathology score as nonpathological (grades 0
to 2; fig. S5, A to C) or pathological (grades 3 and 4; fig. S5D) based
on the fluorophore intensity versus fluorophore distribution (that is
the overlap between AIF and DAPI signals). All three reviewer AIF
pathology scores were then averaged for a single patient. Myocardium
from both control and patients with ACM had ROIs with a range of
diffuse cytosolic AIF localization (grade 2), a 50:50 odds ratio of
cytosolic and mitochondrial AIF localization (grade 1), and punctate
mitochondrial or perinuclear localization of AIF (grade 0) (Fig. 5,
E to G). However, significantly more patients with ACM (G+/P+ and
G−/P+) had AIF-positive nuclei (grades 3 or 4; n = 13 of 20) compared
to control myocardium (grades 3 or 4; n = 2 of 17) (P = 0.0002; Fig. 5G).
Considering the prominent AIF nuclear localization found in
ACM myocardium compared to age-matched controls (Fig. 5G),
we evaluated whether, and to what extent, AIF nuclear localization
occurs in other cardiomyopathies using a tissue microarray (TMA)
comprising age-matched (fig. S5E) LV tissue from cases of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM; n = 8), dilated cardiomyopathy
(DCM; n = 28), ischemic heart disease (IHD; n = 25), and controls
(n = 33). We observed no difference in AIF pathology scores for the
TMA between the control and DCM, HCM, and IHD cohorts
(fig. S5F). Blinded analysis of samples revealed that the average AIF
pathology score for the TMA control cohort (1.49 ± 0.22, mean ±
SEM, n = 33) was nearly identical to the score for the control cohort
for the ACM analysis (1.35 ± 0.28, mean ± SEM, n = 17) (P > 0.999;
fig. S5G). This indicated that AIF pathology scoring in control samples is independent of the number of samples assessed, consistent
across the different times the evaluations were made, and reliable,
considering three different blinded observers were used. We found
increased AIF pathology scores in the combined ACM cohorts compared to either cohort of controls and in the G+/P+ ACM cohort
compared to the scores of patients with DCM or IHD (fig. S5G).
We also investigated whether AIF pathology scores were differentially associated with the two cohorts of patients with ACM.
Whereas collectively the two ACM cohorts (both G−/P+ and G+/P+
ACM patients) displayed higher AIF pathology scores compared to
controls (Fig. 5G), we found that AIF pathological scores were only
statistically significant between myocardial samples from the G+/P+
cohort compared to controls (P < 0.0005; Fig. 5G). No differences in
myocardial AIF pathology scores were detected between controls
and G−/P+ or between the two ACM cohorts (Fig. 5G). We also did
not detect any significant differences among the clinical phenotypes
between the G+/P+ and G−/P+ cohorts (table S3).
Last, we evaluated whether exercise contributed to the higher
AIF pathology scores in ACM patient myocardium. We reviewed
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dinucleotide phosphate) and a disulfide substrate, either in the presence or in the absence of an inhibitor, auranofin, of both TXNRD1
and TXNRD2 (50). Only hearts from exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice had
a marked decline in TXNRD1/2 activity compared to exercised controls (Fig. 6I). Thus, these results indicated that, in response to exercise, inadequate function of the mitochondrial and cytosolic TXN
systems leads to augmented ROS accumulation in Dsg2mut/mut hearts,
which likely contribute to mitochondrial dysfunction, increased
MMP, and access of CAPN1 to the mitochondria and AIF.
Impaired AIF function in the mitochondria augments mitochondrial ROS accumulation and reduces cytC oxidase (COX) IV abundance (55–57). We expected that with the production of tAIF and
reduction in mAIF (Fig. 4, A and C) and the increase in ROS accumulation in the hearts of exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice (Fig. 6C),
COX IV abundance would be lower in the hearts of these mice.
Chelko et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 13, eabf0891 (2021)
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Therefore, we assessed COX IV abundance by immunoblotting of
myocardial lysates and immunohistochemistry of myocardial tissue
in both genotypes under rest and exercise conditions. In contrast
to prior reports showing exercise-induced increase in COX IV
(58–60), we found a reduction in COX IV, regardless of genotype
(fig. S6, A and B). This unexpected finding prompted us to examine
COX IV by immunohistochemistry. We observed a drastic reduction in COX IV within the myocardium in exercised Dsg2mut/mut
mice, particularly in areas with extensive myocardial damage and
infiltration of inflammatory cells (fig. S6C). Considering that COX
IV is encoded by nuclear DNA (61), decreased COX IV abundance
in Dsg2mut/mut hearts may stem from a nuclear insult. Alternatively,
and a simpler explanation, continued loss in Dsg2mut/mut myocardium
would ultimately result in reduced mitochondria and thus reduced
COX IV abundance.
10 of 21
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Fig. 6. Exercise fails to up-regulate the mitochondrial TXN2 system in Dsg2mut/mut hearts. (A) Schematic of ROS emission recordings made with electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. (B) Representative EPR tracings from sedentary (rest) and exercised (swim) cohorts. (C) ROS emission in sedentary (rest) and exercised
(swim) WT and Dsg2mut/mut mice. Data are presented as means ± SEM [n ≥ 7 genotype per cohort; *P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (swim) compared to Dsg2mut/mut (rest); †P < 0.05
Dsg2mut/mut (swim) compared to WT (swim), using one-way ANOVA]. (D and E) Immunoblots and quantification from sedentary and exercised cohorts probed for thioredoxin-2
(TXN2), TXN2 reductase (TXNRD2), and peroxiredoxin-3 (PRXD3) with GAPDH as the loading control. Quantified data are presented as means ± SEM [n ≥ 6 mice per genotype per parameter; ǂP < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (rest) compared to WT (rest); †P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (swim) compared to WT (swim), using one-way ANOVA]. (F) Exercised TXNRD2
levels normalized to sedentary TXNRD2 levels, within genotype. Note the increased TXNRD2 levels from exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice compared to TXNRD2 levels from
sedentary Dsg2mut/mut mice. Data presented as means ± SEM, n ≥ 7 genotype per cohort, *P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (swim) versus Dsg2mut/mut (rest); †P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (swim)
versus WT (swim) using one-way ANOVA. (G) Western immunoblots from sedentary and exercised cohorts probed for thioredoxin-1 (TXN1) and TXN1-reductase (TXNRD1),
normalized to GAPDH. (H) Sedentary Dsg2mut/mut mice showed an increased trend toward elevated TXNRD1 levels, which was markedly down-regulated in response to
swimming. Data presented as mean ± SEM, n = 5 genotype per cohort. *P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (swim) versus Dsg2mut/mut (rest) using one-way ANOVA. (I) TXNRD1/2 activity
was assessed in myocardial homogenates. Of note, myocardial lysates from exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice showed reduced TXNRD1/2 activity compared to exercised WT
mice. Data presented as means ± SEM, n ≥ 8 genotype per cohort, †P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (swim) versus WT (swim) using one-way ANOVA.
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Oxidized truncated AIF binds DNA
Whether in its mature or truncated form, AIF contains three cysteinyl
residues (C256, C317, and C441) (Fig. 7A) (46). Previous studies
showed that AIF undergoes oxidative modification before CAPN1
proteolytic processing and mitochondrial release (62). Considering
only exercised myocardium displayed tAIF (Fig. 4, A and D), we
tested the redox status of AIF cysteines in mitochondrial fractions
of hearts from sedentary or exercised mice. Specifically, mitochondrial fractions from myocardial lysates were exposed to a 5-kDa

cysteine-labeling agent, methoxypolyethylene glycol maleimide (mPEG)
(Fig. 7A). Covalent binding of mPEG with the cysteine-SH group
(i.e., the reduced state) generates a 5-kDa shift from the original
molecular weight of any protein with each mPEG-bound cysteine
adding another 5 kDa (Fig. 7A and fig. S7A). In addition to evaluating
size shifts for AIF, we included glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and cytC in this analysis. We detected a shift
indicating that mPEG bound to all three cysteines in a fraction
of mAIF, as well as to cysteines in a fraction of GAPDH and cytC,
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Fig. 7. Exercise promotes AIF-oxidation and DNA fragmentation. (A) Representative schematic of methoxypolyethylene glycol maleimide (mPEG) modification of
AIF. Any nonoxidized cysteine (C256, C317, or C441) binds mPEG, adding 5 kDa to AIF per mPEG-modified cysteine. (B) Representative immunoblots from untreated (−)
and mPEG-treated (+) lysates from sedentary (rest) cohorts. (C) Percent (%) distribution of unmodified (non-mPEGged) and mPEG-modified (mPEGged) AIF from sedentary
mice. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. No significant differences in the distribution within and between sedentary cohorts were detected by one-way ANOVA (n = 6
per genotype per parameter). (D and E) Representative immunoblots and percent distribution of non-mPEGged and mPEGged mAIF and truncated AIF (tAIF) from exercised
(swim) cohorts. Data are presented with means ± SEM [n = 6 WT mice per parameter, n = 7 Dsg2mut/mut mice per parameter; *P < 0.05 for Dsg2mut/mut compared to WT
within each respective AIF condition; for example, Dsg2mut/mut mAIF 77-kDa mPEGged (yellow) versus WT mAIF 77-kDa mPEGged (yellow)], using one-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s post hoc test. †P < 0.05 for any AIF condition (yellow, green, or blue) compared to ox-tAIF (57 kDa, red) using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test. For (C)
and (E), percent distribution was calculated as the amount of each mPEGged or non-mPEGged AIF form divided by the sum of all AIF forms times 100. (F) Representative
DNA retardation assay. Five micrograms of mPEG-treated protein lysates [from the samples shown in (D): lane 6 (a), lane 11 (b), and lane 13 (c)] was incubated with a 2.2-kb
DNA fragment (†Frag.) generated via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) from the WT form of murine Dsg2 and a 100-bp DNA ladder. Yellow open arrowhead marks most
retarded fragment. Data are representative of n ≥ 6 mice per genotype per lane.
Chelko et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 13, eabf0891 (2021)
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Targeting PPIA prevents AIF nuclear import and reduces
markers of cell death in ACM myocytes challenged
with sustained -adrenergic stimulation and Ca2+ overload
An inhibitor targeting the AIF putative deoxyribonuclease activity
is potentially an ideal approach to preventing AIF-mediated DNA
fragmentation and cell death; however, the site of this activity has
yet to be identified. HSP70 is an endogenous inhibitor of AIF nuclear
import (13, 14), whereas PPIA (also known as cyclophilin-A) binds
AIF in the cytosol, translocating AIF into the cell nucleus (12).
Therefore, we evaluated the amount of HSP70 and PPIA in the
hearts of sedentary and exercised mice and in ES-CMs subjected to
chronic ISO and Ca2+ stimulation. We used dual-color fluorophore
histogram crossover to determine whether HSP70 and/or PPIA
formed a complex with AIF (mAIF or tAIF) (fig. S8A). Although
HSP70 was significantly reduced in sedentary (fig. S8, B and C) and
exercised (Fig. 8, A and B) Dsg2mut/mut mice and ISO/Ca2+-treated
Dsg2 mut/mut ES-CMs (fig. S8D, E) compared to the respective
controls, HSP70 did not comigrate with mAIF or tAIF (fig. S8B
and Fig. 8A).
Next, we assayed the amounts of free and AIF-bound PPIA in
CMs. Regardless of genotype, sedentary mice showed no changes in
Chelko et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 13, eabf0891 (2021)
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free-PPIA and neither tAIF nor AIF-bound PPIA was detected in
myocardial lysates (fig. S8, B and C). Myocardium from exercised
Dsg2mut/mut mice showed significantly increased amounts of boundPPIA levels that comigrated with tAIF, whereas this complex was
not apparent in myocardium from exercised WT mice (Fig. 8, A and B).
Unexpectedly, the amounts of free PPIA were similar in exercised
cohorts of either genotype (Fig. 8, A and B), but the amount of freePPIA was reduced in ISO/Ca2+-challenged ACM ES-CMs (fig. S8, D
and E). Although both WT and Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs had increased
amounts of bound-PPIA that comigrated with both mAIF and tAIF,
the difference was only statistically significant for Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs
and appeared to result from increased binding to tAIF (fig. S8, D and E).
To test whether blocking the interaction with PPIA could prevent
ACM-related cell death, we used an AIF mimetic peptide (amino
acids 370 to 394), representing most of the PPIA binding domain of
AIF (amino acids 367 to 399). This AIF peptide binds PPIA with a
KD of 1.2 × 10−5 and sequesters PPIA in the cytosol (12), disrupting
the formation of the PPIA/AIF complex (65). To increase cellular
uptake, the AIF-mimetic peptide was fused to the cell-penetrating
HIV transactivator of transcription (TAT) fragment at its N terminus
(henceforth called “AIF-TAT”) (66). In unstimulated cell cultures,
Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs exhibited increased apoptosis, indicated by cells
positive for annexin V, compared to WT ES-CMs, and apoptosis
was exacerbated in ISO/Ca2+-stimulated ES-CM cultures (Fig. 8C
and fig. S8F). We used two assays for necrosis. By flow cytometry,
we did not detect any difference between the genotypes in necrotic
cell death in ES-CM cultures at baseline or in response to ISO/Ca2+
stimulation (fig. S8G). However, by immunoblot analysis of subcellular fractions from ES-CM lysates, we detected a loss of nuclear
HMGB1 that was associated with accumulation of cytosolic HMGB1
in Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs (Fig. 8, D and E), indicating active necrosis.
In the presence of sustained -adrenergic stimulation/Ca2+ overload,
AIF-TAT reduced apoptosis (Fig. 8C and fig. S8F), PPIA/tAIF complexes in the nucleus (Fig. 8D), tAIF nuclear localization (Fig. 8F),
and cytosolic HMGB1 (Fig. 8E) in Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs.
To gain additional insight, we performed immunofluorescent
analysis of the ES-CMs and the effect of AIF-TAT on ISO/Ca2+
stimulation. Using identical methods to those performed in mouse
and patient myocardial samples (Fig. 5), the overlap of AIF and DAPI
fluorophore intensity versus fluorophore distribution was used to
confirm the localization of AIF in the cell nucleus (Fig. 8G). Although
we found numerous AIF+ nuclei in Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs either
treated for 7 days with control media (Fig. 8G, top) or stimulated
with ISO/Ca2+ (Fig. 8G, middle, and fig. S9A), the latter cohort
additionally showed loss of cardiac troponin striation and cell
membrane swelling with enlarged nuclei, indicative of necrosis
(fig. S9A). In contrast, Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs treated with ISO/Ca2+
for 7 days in the presence of AIF-TAT were devoid of AIF and
DAPI nuclear colocalization with normal cardiac troponin striation
(Fig. 8G, bottom).
We additionally found HMGB1+ nuclei in Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs
treated for 7 days with ISO/Ca2+, suggesting healthy CMs, yet these
were also swollen with enlarged nuclei (fig. S9B), suggesting that
these cells were in the early stages of necrosis. These results are consistent with the lack of a change in the proportion of necrotic cells
based on positivity for propidium iodide and negativity for annexin
V, which are indicators of later stages of necrosis (fig. S8G) (17). We
also detected Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs stimulated with ISO/Ca2+ that had
morphologies consistent with apoptosis (fig. S9A). Conversely, WT
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from sedentary cohorts, regardless of genotype (Fig. 7B). Quantification of the ratio of unmodified mAIF (62 kDa) and reduced mAIF
(77 kDa, mPEGged) indicated that the proportions were about 60
and 40%, respectively, in sedentary mice of each genotype (Fig. 7C).
Conversely, in exercised mutants, heart mitochondrial fractions had
a large proportion of the tAIF and oxidized form of tAIF (ox-tAIF),
whereas heart mitochondrial fractions from WT exercised mice had
less ox-tAIF as a fraction of the total AIF (Fig. 7, D and E).
Prior studies indicate that AIF must bind DNA to induce cell death
(63), and large-scale DNA fragmentation is a hallmark of AIF-driven
cell death (64). Therefore, we investigated whether myocardial proteins in lysates from exercised Dsg2mut/mut mice bound DNA, using
a previously described in vitro DNA retardation assay (63). We used
both a DNA ladder ranging from 100 base pairs (bp) to 1.5 kb and a
2.2-kb fragment of the WT Dsg2 gene (8) to evaluate the binding of
proteins from control myocardial protein lysates and mPEG-modified
lysates. Binding of proteins to the DNA fragments retards their
movement through the gel, resulting in either a discrete band or
smearing of the band, depending on the amount of the DNA binding protein in the sample. We used aliquots of the same samples
from those evaluated in Fig. 7D: an mPEG-treated WT (swim) sample
(marked with the blue “a”) and two mPEG-treated Dsg2mut/mut
(swim) samples (marked with red “b” and “c”). All of the bands detected in the sample from the WT mouse were at the same size as
those of the 100-bp ladder or of the 2.2-kb Dsg2 fragment, indicating
no evidence of DNA binding (Fig. 7F, lane 2), which is consistent
with the low proportions of tAIF and ox-tAIF in that sample. The
sample from the mutant mouse with predominantly nonoxidized
tAIF exhibited smearing of the DNA ladder starting at ~500 bp
(Fig. 7F, lane 4), indicating that proteins in that sample bound
DNA. The sample from the mutant mouse with only ox-tAIF as the
detected form of AIF showed smearing of the DNA ladder starting
below 500 bp without distinct DNA laddering after 500 bp and had
a band above 10 kb (Fig. 7F, lane 3). Thus, these results suggested
that the amount of ox-tAIF determines the amount of DNA retardation and that ox-tAIF has a stronger interaction with DNA than
does nonoxidized tAIF.
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ES-CMs subjected to the same conditions exhibited little to null AIF
and DAPI colocalization, prominent HMGB1 nuclear localization,
and normal striation of cardiac troponin (fig. S9, A and B), indicative of healthy cells.
Chelko et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 13, eabf0891 (2021)
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Collectively, these results indicated that AIF-TAT prevented the
interaction of AIF with PPIA and nuclear translocation of AIF. Consequently, AIF-TAT reduced both necrotic cells death (HMGB1 release from the nucleus) and apoptotic cell death. These data indicated
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Fig. 8. Targeting the PPIA binding site of AIF prevents nuclear import of tAIF, nuclear loss of HMGB1, and AIF-mediated necroptosis. (A) Representative myocardial
immunoblots from exercised WT and Dsg2mut/mut mice probed for heat shock protein-70 (HSP70), cyclophilin-A (PPIA), and AIF, with GAPDH as loading control. (B) Quantification of HSP70, mAIF, tAIF, and free and bound PPIA. Data are presented as means ± SEM [*P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (HSP70) compared to WT (HSP70) using two-tailed
paired t test; *P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (tAIF or bound PPIA) compared to WT (tAIF or bound PPIA); †P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (tAIF or bound PPIA) compared to Dsg2mut/mut (mAIF
or free PPIA)], using one-way ANOVA. For (C) to (G), ES-CMs were treated for 7 days with 50 M ISO and 1 M calcium (Ca2+), in the presence or absence of 0, 5, or 25 M
AIF-TAT mimetic peptide (AIF-TAT). (C) Flow cytometry analyses of annexin V (AnxV)–positive cells. *P < 0.05 any group compared to WT (no ISO/Ca2+; no AIF-TAT);
†P < 0.05 any group compared to Dsg2mut/mut (no ISO/Ca2+; no AIF-TAT); ǂP < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (5 or 25 M AIF-TAT) compared to Dsg2mut/mut (ISO/Ca2+; 0 M AIF-TAT).
(D and E) Representative immunoblots of AIF, PPIA, mAIF, tAIF, AIF/PPIA complexes, and HMGB1 in cytosolic and nuclear fractions. Nuclear and cytosolic HMGB1 was
quantified. *P < 0.05 Dsg2mut/mut (ISO/Ca2+; 0 M AIF-TAT) compared to WT (ISO/Ca2+; 0 M AIF-TAT) within each subcellular compartment; †P < 0.005 Dsg2mut/mut (ISO/
Ca2+; 25 M AIF-TAT) compared to WT (ISO/Ca2+; 25 M AIF-TAT) within each subcellular compartment, using one-way ANOVA. (F) Effect of AIF-TAT on tAIF nuclear localization. *P < 0.005 Dsg2mut/mut (ISO/Ca2+; 0 M AIF-TAT) compared to Dsg2mut/mut (no ISO/Ca2+; no AIF-TAT); †P < 0.005 Dsg2mut/mut (ISO/Ca2+; 0 M AIF-TAT) compared to
WT (ISO/Ca2+; 0 M AIF-TAT); ǂP < 0.005 Dsg2mut/mut (ISO/Ca2+; 5 or 25 M AIF-TAT) compared to Dsg2mut/mut (ISO/Ca2+; 0 M AIF-TAT). All data are presented as means ± SEM
(n = 6 per genotype per cohort per treatment using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc analysis). (G) Representative ES-CMs immunostained for DAPI/AIF/cTnT with
corresponding AIF/DAPI fluorophore intensity versus fluorophore distribution (-) histograms. Images are representative of n = 6 independent experiments per cohort,
with n = 3 cell culture replicates per condition. White scale bars, 25 M.
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that AIF plays a role in calcium-induced, caspase-independent
cell death.
DISCUSSION

CAPN1: A new pathogenic factor in ACM
CAPNs mediate the proteolytic cleavage of a wide array of proteins
involved in many physiological processes. Dysregulation of CAPN1
activity has been associated with sarcomere protein degradation
leading to LV decompensation (73), the development of hypertension (74), atherosclerosis (75), myocardial infarction (76), and pressure overload (77), yet never investigated in ACM. When CAPN1
activation is potentiated, pathological phenotypes associated with
the loss of Ca2+ control are exacerbated, as in the case of I/R injury
(20). Here, we add ACM to this palette of pathological cardiac conditions associated with CAPN1 activation. We demonstrated that
CAPN1 is activated in response to exercise in Dsg2mut/mut hearts, by
increased Ca2+ load and reduced CAST abundance. Our data indicated a cause-effect nexus among prolonged increases in intracellular
Ca2+, CAPN1 activation, CAPN1 migration to the mitochondria,
and, ultimately, necrotic cell death in HL-1 cells—events that were
prevented by the cell-permeable CAPN1 inhibitor, calpeptin. In
Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs, calpeptin not only prevented CAPN1 activation but also blocked the formation of tAIF even in the presence of
-adrenergic stimuli and increased [Ca2+]i. Thus, we propose that,
in addition to conferring protection against I/R injury and cardiac
hypertrophy (74), CAPN1 inhibitors may serve as therapeutic
agents in ACM.
Mitochondrial dysfunction plays a pivotal role in cell death, and
mitochondrial alterations are related to Ca2+ overload during I/R
injury (78). In isolated mitochondria, Ca2+ addition directly impairs
mitochondrial function by Ca2+-dependent permeability transition
pore opening (79). However, these alterations occur at [Ca2+] in the
millimolar range, thus far from physiological conditions in viable
CMs. Therefore, the link between increased [Ca2+]i and mitochondrial dysfunction is likely the result of Ca2+-dependent processes.
Here, we revealed that CAPN1 activation is one causal linchpin between persistently increased [Ca2+]i and mitochondrial dysfunction
in Dsg2mut/mut myocytes.
Chelko et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 13, eabf0891 (2021)
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CAPN1-PPIA-AIF–mediated myocyte cell death in ACM
Mitochondrial perturbations can be a central step leading to a programmed necrotic pathway (PNP), such as caspase-independent
AIF-mediated parthanatos (84–86) or caspase-independent AIF-
mediated necroptosis (71, 72). Mechanistically, these two PNPs differ
in how AIF-mediated cell death occurs. In AIF-mediated parthanatos,
release of nontruncated mAIF (62 kDa) from mitochondria occurs
via PARylation of proteins by PAR polymers generated by PARP-1,
leading to mitochondria depolarization (84, 85, 87). In AIF-mediated
necroptosis, AIF truncation (57 kDa) and mitochondrial release are
mediated by CAPN1 (62, 72, 88). Thus, our study suggests that
exercise-induced myocardial damage in ACM involves AIF necroptosis, because both activated CAPN1 and tAIF were present in
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In all cardiomyopathies, regardless of etiology, myocyte death is a
major determinant of cardiac dysfunction and heart failure (67). In
ACM, exercise can increase the risk of pathological progression and
SCD. Our study uncovered four previously unrecognized mechanisms accounting for exercise-triggered myocyte cell death in ACM:
Ca2+ overload or low CAST abundance is associated with (i) increased total and active CAPN1 amounts, (ii) perturbed MMP and
redox regulation, (iii) CAPN1-dependent cleavage of AIF and oxidization of tAIF, and (iv) PPIA-mediated translocation of tAIF to the
myocyte nucleus, resulting in apoptosis and necrotic HMGB1 release.
Very low chronic levels of apoptosis are sufficient to cause lethal
dilated cardiomyopathy (67), and myocyte cell death is a common
pathological hallmark in ACM (68–70). Mounting evidence confirms
that caspase-independent, AIF-mediated necrosis can be a regulated
process (71, 72). Often, apoptosis and necrosis intersect in cardiac
disease and remodeling (44). The fact that Dsg2mut/mut mice harbor
extensive biventricular fibrosis prompted us to determine whether
regulated necrosis also contributes to myocyte loss in Dsg2mut/mut
hearts in response to endurance exercise.

CAPN1 and CAPN2 were undetectable in mitochondria isolated
from HL-1 cells exposed to physiological Ca2+ concentrations, yet
only 2 min of exposure to Ca2+ overload was sufficient to induce a
substantial mitochondrial fraction of CAPN1 but not CAPN2. This
preceded the fall in MMP, which occurred after ~10 min of Ca2+
overload in HL-1 cells. Thus, intracellular CAPN1 redistribution
could contribute to the fall in MMP. Others have described the
mitochondrial localization of CAPN members (80). However, we
showed that mitochondrial CAPN1 translocation in response to
Ca2+ overload occurs independently of CAPN1 activity, as indicated
by the inability of calpeptin to prevent CAPN1 mitochondrial localization. Previous studies conducted in re-perfused myocardium
show that CAPN binding to the sarcolemma also occurs in the presence of the CAPN inhibitor, MDL-28170 (81). Additional studies are
needed to determine the mechanisms underlying CAPN1 translocation into mitochondria; however, it is tempting to speculate that
the relationship between the increase in [Ca2+]i and CAPN1 redistribution relates to covalent changes of the protease. In particular,
the increase in [Ca2+]i might cause CAPN1 dephosphorylation by
means of calcineurin activation.
CAST is both an endogenous inhibitor and substrate of CAPN1;
thus, degradation of CAST isoforms promotes CAPN1 release from
CAST (31, 32). There are intriguing physiological and cell-specific
implications of the different CAST isoforms observed in Dsg2mut/mut
mice. We previously reported that innate nuclear factor B signaling and infiltrating T cells in the myocardium of Dsg2mut/mut mice
lead to a cytokine storm, resulting in myocardial inflammation (82).
Our findings here showing an increase in the 70-kDa CAST isoform,
which is found in T cells (31), may shed light on a myocyte-extrinsic
(that T cells) role of CAPN1 activation in cardiac injury in ACM.
Prior research shows that T cells constitutively transcribe CAPN1,
CAPN2, and CAST genes even during quiescence (83). In response
to antigenic stimuli or increased Ca2+, they can proliferate and promote neighboring cell death. Inhibiting CAPN1 in T cells not only
reduces T cell proliferation but also inhibits their ability to mount
a pro-inflammatory cytokine surge (83). Infiltrating immune cells
contribute to the pathogenesis of ACM: Hearts from Dsg2mut/mut mice
showed infiltrating macrophages and T cells and increased inflammatory cytokine production (82). Although we cannot rule out that
70-kDa CAST isoforms originate from erythrocytes, we also advance
the possibility that they arise from infiltrating T cells. Last, increased
CAST in the hearts of WT and Dsg2mut/mut mice subjected to the
swim protocol could be an exercise-induced adaptation, because
CAST is increased in skeletal and cardiac tissues in response to
exercise or -adrenergic stimulation, or both (31).
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of PPIA binding to AIF using an AIF-TAT mimetic peptide is efficacious in preventing apoptosis, nuclear localization of tAIF, and
nuclear loss of HMGB1 (a marker of cell necrosis).
Limitations and studies in perspective
The TXN system does not fully portray the antioxidant armamentarium, either in mitochondria or in the cytosol. We suspect that
glutathione (GSH) is also affected in ACM CMs at rest and, even
more so, after chronic exercise. We defer a thorough investigation
of the GSH system status to future studies to assess whether rescuing
the TXN or the GSH system or both shields the ACM heart against
exercise-induced mitochondrial dysfunction and AIF-mediated cell
death. Second, CAPNs can disrupt ATP synthase inducing superoxide
production (97) or participate in mitochondrial permeability transition pore induction. These events can also contribute to ACM
pathogenesis and deserve future, in-depth investigation.
There are inherent physiological and technical limits when using
an ES-CM system as a substitute for primary adult myocytes or as
an in vivo surrogate. We chose this approach for three main reasons.
First, isolation of adult CMs primarily results in single-cell isolation
with infrequent paired myocytes (<1 to 2% of isolation culture);
thus, primary adult CMs are not the ideal in vitro system for studying a disease involving cell-cell mechanical and electrical contact
dependent on desmosomal integrity. Using cell monolayers provided
a system for assessing the impact of ISO/Ca2+ on apoptotic and
necrotic levels and cellular morphology. Second, infiltrating CD68+
macrophages and CD3+ T cells are present in the hearts of Dsg2mut/mut
mice (82). Thus, the presence of immune cells isolated from adult
Dsg2mut/mut cardiac tissue would have confounded the analysis, particularly in light of previous studies that showed the regulatory role
of CAPN1 in T cell proliferation (83). Use of ES-CM cultures provided an ideal surrogate, because this system guarantees ≥95 to
99% CM purity in the population and is devoid of immune cells.
Third, using primary adult myocytes longer than 72 hours was unfeasible; this limitation would have precluded the possibility of testing the impact of sustained ISO/Ca2+ challenge up to 7 days. We
previously demonstrated that the amount and intensity of exercise
increase disease progression in patients with ACM (4). Thus, it was
paramount for us to compare the impact of acute (1 day) versus
chronic (7 days) -adrenergic/Ca2+ challenge in ACM ES-CMs.
Evidence of AIF+ nuclei in the myocardium of DCM, HCM, and
IHD subjects, albeit to a lower extent than ACM samples, suggested
that AIF nuclear translocation (and the consequent adverse effects)
may contribute to myocyte cell death in other forms of cardiomyo
pathies. On the other hand, this evidence reiterates the necessity of
correlating histopathological findings with clinical history, such as
exercise training or other forms of physiological or pathological
stressors. We do not have exercise history data available from controls or DCM, HCM, and IHD cohorts for the present study. However, evidence obtained in a small group (six) of G+/P + ACM
individuals, all of whom harbor a pathogenic PKP2 mutation, showed
a trend for a correlation between AIF scores with exercise history.
Future, dedicated studies should include more retrospective exercise
participation reports from ACM patients for which myocardial samples have been collected. Despite this limitation, the data support the
current mechanistic notion that AIF-mediated myocyte death is
more likely to occur in the presence of a pathological “substrate”
(for example, a desmosomal variant) and an environmental “trigger”
(for example, exercise or hemodynamic stress).
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Dsg2mut/mut myocardium and inhibition of CAPN1 in Dsg2mut/mut
ES-CMs reduced active CAPN1 that was accompanied by nearly
undetectable tAIF. This new evidence may provide a mechanistic
explanation for the findings reported by Pilichou et al. (16), who
showed that myocyte necrosis, and not apoptosis, underlies cardiac
dysfunction in another Dsg2-mutant mouse model (Dsg2-N271S;
homolog of human DSG2-N266S).
Among the mitochondrial assets that limit myocyte cell death is the
TXN2/TXNRD2 ROS buffering system (89). This major antioxidant
system is under the transcriptional regulation of the Wnt/-catenin
signaling pathway, a pathway down-regulated in the ACM heart
(8, 24). CAPN activity can promote -catenin degradation in human
colon cancer cells and mouse embryo fibroblasts, even in the absence
of the negative regulator of Wnt/-catenin signaling, glycogen
synthase kinase 3 (GSK3) (90). Thus, our study revealed a mechanism of CAPN1 activation that clarifies why suppression of the
Wnt/-catenin pathway, and consequentially TXN2/TXNRD2 down-
regulation in Dsg2mut/mut mice, contributes to ACM pathogenesis.
CAPN1 can also truncate GSK3 at its N-terminal inhibitory domain
[serine-9 (S9)], thereby constitutively activating GSK3 (91). Our
prior work in mouse (Dsg2mut/mut and JUP2157del2) and in vitro
models (neonatal rat ventricular myocytes expressing JUP2157del2 or
PKP21851del123) of ACM and myocardium of patients with ACM
demonstrates that GSK3 plays a central role in ACM pathogenesis
(8). Thus, finding increased CAPN1 activity in Dsg2mut/mut mice provides an additional mechanistic explanation for our discovery that
Dsg2mut/mut mice expressing constitutively active GSK3 (S9 to
alanine-9 mutation) exhibit a worse functional and pathological
phenotype compared to Dsg2mut/mut mice expressing nonmutated
GSK3 (8). Furthermore, in its active form (nonphosphorylated S9),
GSK3 phosphorylates proline-rich serine/threonine (PP[S/T]xP)
motifs and/or (S/T)xxxx(S/T) motifs on target substrates (where x
is any amino acid) (92). AIF contains both motifs in its C-terminal
nuclear localization signal domains (46). Thus, AIF may undergo
GSK3-mediated phosphorylation at these domains, thus affecting
AIF nuclear translocation in ACM myocytes. The current lack of
publicly available phosphorylated AIF antibodies targeting such
motifs defers answering this intriguing possibility to future studies.
Therefore, in addition to the beneficial effects exerted by GSK3 inhibitors [see, for instance, their anti-ischemic properties (93)], preventing
GSK3-mediated AIF posttranslational modifications (94) could
uncover details of the relationship between GSK3 and AIF in ACM.
Our study revealed that other oxidation is another posttranslational modification of AIF. Finding that AIF was not only truncated
but also oxidized in the hearts of Dsg2mut/mut mice after exercise
dovetails with a study of non–small cell lung carcinoma cells showing that increased Ca2+ activates mitochondrial CAPN1 and ROS
production, the latter event resulting in oxidative modifications of
AIF (62). Presumably, the oxidative modification of AIF augments
accessibility to AIF’s CAPN1 cleavage site (62). For clinical application, genetic ablation or irreversible pharmacological inhibition of
AIF is an impractical avenue for preventing AIF-mediated cell death,
because AIF is required for mitochondrial oxidative respiration
(46, 95). Muscle-specific loss of AIF results in mitochondrial dysfunction, muscular atrophy, and dilated cardiomyopathy (96).
Additional in-depth studies shall determine the factors that limit
mitochondrial AIF export or its posttranslational modifications.
Here, we showed (i) that CAPN1 inhibition is necessary and sufficient
to prevent AIF truncation in ACM myocytes, and (ii) that prevention
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Last, it is tempting to extend a similar pathogenic scenario (Ca2+/
CAPN1/TXN2/PPIA/AIF) to other cell types, including cardiac
sympathetic neurons or mesenchymal cells. Such cells may contribute to arrhythmias associated with ACM. Therefore, heart rhythm
disorders may arise from a combination of abnormal Ca2+/CAPN1/
TXN2/PPIA/AIF handling, the loss of myocardium, neuronal or
mesenchymal cell death, or sympathetic nerve hyperinnervation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design
Using a murine model of ACM, two different myocyte cell lines
(ACM ES-CMs and HL-1 cells), and myocardial samples from
patients with ACM, we used a randomized study design to determine the pathological role of AIF in myocyte cell death in ACM. All
procedures conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals from the National Institutes of Health (NIH publication
no. 85-23, revised 1996) and followed adherence to the Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine Animal Care and Use Committee. Studies were
conducted in male WT and Dsg2mut/mut mice at rest and in response
to 11 weeks of endurance exercise (5 to 16 weeks of age, 15 to 25 g).
Mice were given access to water and standard mouse chow ad libitum. A full phenotypic description of the WT and Dsg2mut/mut mice
used in these experiments, the protocol of homologous recombination that generated the Dsg2mut/mut mouse line, and polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) primers and conditions for genotyping can be found
in Chelko et al. (8). Mice have a C57bl background and the following numbers were used: exercised mice, n = 22 for WT mice and
n = 27 for Dsg2mut/mut mice; sedentary mice, n = 7 for both WT and
Dsg2mut/mut mice. All experiments were performed in myocardial
samples from age-matched mice (16 weeks of age; sedentary and
exercised), and a minimum of n = 5 mice, myocardial lysates, and/
or histological samples were used for all studies. Any mouse that
died during exercise was used strictly for survival analysis; no myocardial samples were used from these mice. The Johns Hopkins
University (JHU) Echocardiography and Electrocardiography Physiology Core (Director, D. Kass) were blinded to genotype and environmental condition (i.e., rest or swim).
In addition, we used age-matched myocardial samples from individuals with no history of heart disease and patients with ACM,
Chelko et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 13, eabf0891 (2021)
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Swim protocol
All mice followed a previously described endurance swim protocol
(8). In brief, mice underwent 2 weeks of swim training beginning at
5 weeks of age, where mice swam 10 min on training day 1 (Monday),
and then each following day, 10-min increments were added. By the
end of training day 10 (second Friday), mice swam 90 min/day,
5 days/week until swim end point (16 weeks of age). No mouse swam
on Saturday or Sunday.
Cardiac function assessment by echocardiography
and ECG
All exercised and age-matched sedentary mice were assessed for
cardiac function with transthoracic echocardiography and ECG
telemetry, as previously described (8). Transthoracic echocardio
graphy was assessed in nonsedated mice using a Vevo 2100 Visualsonic imaging system, and measurements were obtained according
to the American Society of Echocardiography (99). Parasternal
long-axis views of the LV, at the level of the papillary muscles, were
acquired at a sweep speed of 200 mm/s (M-mode) (8). Three to five
measurements were acquired from each mouse and averaged.
ECG telemetry was obtained as previously described (8). In brief,
mice underwent nose cone anesthesia (2% isoflurane, in 100% O2),
and an ECG wireless telemeter (model ETA-F10, DSI PhysioTel) was
implanted (subcutaneous, ventral) and sutured in place (7-0 Ethicon),
following the manufacturer’s protocol (DSI PhysioTel) to obtain
Lead I ECG recordings. All sedentary and exercised mice became
fully ambulatory within 2 to 3 min after implantation and were given
3 days for recovery. After implantation recovery, ECGs were recorded for either 24 hours in sedentary cohorts or 90 min in exercised cohorts during a 90-min swim as previously described (8). All ECG
parameters were analyzed following previously described guidelines
(100), using the LabChart Pro ECG Analysis Add-on Software (LabChart
Pro 8, MLS360/8, ADInstruments). After functional data collection
(echocardiography and ECG telemetry), all exercised mice and sedentary age-matched cohorts (16 weeks of age) were euthanized, and hearts
were excised for the following experimental protocols listed below.
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Conclusions
Our study revealed a means by which exercise induces cell death in
ACM that is mediated by a system involving Ca2+, CAPN1, TXN2,
PPIA, and AIF (fig. S10), offering unprecedented opportunities to
deepen our understanding of ACM pathophysiology. Although the
present mechanism unlikely exhausts all the possibilities underpinning exercise-instigated myocyte loss, ACM appears an example of
AIF-induced myocyte necroptosis (45, 98). Moreover, the adverse
consequences of CAPN1-mediated AIF truncation and PPIA-tAIF
complex formation could be at play in other forms of cardiomyo
pathies characterized by high levels of myocardial cell death and
fibrotic remodeling, such as myocarditis, and a clinical history of
either sustained physiological or pathological stressors. Thus, the
current findings have the potential to expand beyond existing paradigms of disease mechanisms triggered in ACM and may provide a
novel therapeutic approach in the prevention of disease onset and
progression in ACM individuals and subjects affected by other
forms of cardiomyopathies, of an inherited or acquired nature.

DCM, HCM, and IHD. The main study was approved by the Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine institutional review board (IRB; study
no. NA_00041248 to H.C.). All participants provided written informed consent. Anonymized, nonconsented tissues were obtained
for the TMA under IRB study no. IRB00183127 to M.K.H. All histology experiments were immunostained and coded (S.P.C.) and then
distributed to three independent reviewers (M.K.H., C.A.J., and P.A.)
to allow for blinded AIF pathological scoring. After averaging of
blinded reviewer scores, the final averaged score for each patient
was compiled in an Excel file, recoded, and sent to the JHU Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Dysplasia (ARVD) Program (Director,
H. Calkins) for input of clinical phenotypes by genetic counselors
(B.M. and C.T.) not familiar with study design.
Initial in vitro studies in HL-1 cells used pharmacological agents
to determine the prerequisites needed in ES-CMs for CAPN1-
mediated truncation of AIF, which was dependent on both ISO and
Ca2+ stimulation and time (7 days of treatment). These initial HL-1
experiments additionally determined the most appropriate inhibitor
for CAPN1, calpeptin, and the PPIA-AIF complex inhibitor,
AIF-TAT, in ES-CMs. For all experiments, the number of myocardial
samples and lysates, mice, and/or cell cultures used, along with the
number of replicates, can be found in the figure legends.
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HL-1 cell culture and treatment
HL-1 cells are an immortalized cell line derived from mouse atria
cardiac myocytes, which maintains a differentiated adult cardiac
phenotype, and were grown as previously described (102). Briefly,
cells were cultured as a monolayer (37°C, 5% CO2) in plates precoated with 1 g/cm2 fibronectin and 0.02% (w/v) gelatin solution. HL-1 cells were maintained in the Claycomb medium
(Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum,
penicillin (100 U/ml), streptomycin (0.1 mg/ml), 0.1 mM norepinephrine, and 4 mM l-glutamine. Each experiment was performed
48 hours after cell plating.
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HL-1 cells were incubated for 10 min in HBS (Sigma-Aldrich) KV
medium (1.26 mM CaCl2, 0.81 mM MgSO4, 0.44 mM KH2PO4, 142 mM
KCl, 0.27 mM K2HPO4, 5.55 mM d-glucose, 1 mM Na3VO4, and
20 mM Hepes, pH 7.4), and then rapid and sustained intracellular
Ca2+ overload was obtained by adding the Ca2+ ionophore, calcimycin (1 M). To monitor intracellular Ca2+ variations, HL-1 cells
were loaded with 5 M Fluo-4 FF AM (Molecular Probes) in HBS
Na (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min before the medium was replaced
with HBS KV. The fluorescence was recorded using a fluorimeter
plate reader (Fluoroskan Ascent Labsystem) at wavelength settings
of 485/530 nm for excitation/emission.
CAPN activity was measured as proteolytic cleavage of the fluorescent CAPN substrate, Suc-LLVY-AMC (Suc-Leu-Leu-Val-Tyr7-Amino-4-Methyl-Coumarin, Calbiochem). HL-1 cells were grown
in 24-well plates and incubated for 30 min in HBS Na (Sigma-Aldrich)
with 25 M Suc-LLVY-AMC and 0.01% pluronic F127 (Molecular
Probes) before treatment protocols. The fluorescence was recorded
using a fluorimeter plate reader (Fluoroskan Ascent Labsystem) at
wavelength settings of 390/460 nm for excitation/emission. CAPN
activity was inhibited by the addition of either calpeptin (Tocris
Bioscience) or PD150606 (Calbiochem) in the incubation medium,
as previously described (80, 103). Concentrations of calpeptin or
PD150606 used in HL-1 cell studies are provided in the figures
or legends.
HL-1 plasma membrane integrity was assessed by measuring the
release of LDH into the culture supernatant. LDH activity was evaluated by an enzymatic assay. Samples of the cell-free culture supernatant were collected at indicated times in the figures or legends.
Cells were lysed in 1% (w/v) Triton X-100 at the end of each experiment to estimate the remaining cellular content of LDH. The LDH
activity at each time point was expressed as a percentage of total
LDH activity (cellular + culture supernatant).
MMP was determined using the potentiometric probe, JC-1
(5,5′,6,6′-Tetrachloro-1,1′,3,3′-tetraethyl-imidacarbocyanine iodide),
as described previously (104). JC-1 (Molecular Probes) is a cationic carbocyanine dye that selectively accumulates in polarized mitochondria, where it forms red fluorescent aggregates (excitation
485/emission 590 nm). Upon mitochondrial depolarization, JC-1 is
released into the cytosol, whereas a monomer emits green fluorescence
(excitation 485 nm/emission 520 nm). Therefore, MMP variations
were monitored as the ratio of fluorescent emissions at 590/520 nm
using a fluorimeter plate reader (Fluoroskan Ascent Labsystem).
HL-1 cells were incubated with JC-1 (1.5 M) for 30 min at 37°C in
HBS Na before treatment protocols.
For cell line transfection, both coverslips and cell culture plate
surfaces were pretreated with the following coating solutions: 100 to
200 l of Opti-MEM reagent was combined with CAST-overexpression
plasmid (0.66 g/cm2) containing a GFP reporter and incubated at
room temperature for 5 min. Then, 100 to 200 l of Opti-MEM reagent was combined with 0.22 l/cm2 of cationic lipid reagent and
incubated at room temperature for 5 min. These two solutions were
then integrated and complexed for 20 min at room temperature.
The transfection solution was distributed over the cell seeding surface and left to dry at room temperature for 30 to 45 min. Cells were
counted and resuspended in 2 ml of serum-free and antibiotic-free
medium and then directly spread over the surface. Cells were incubated at 37°C with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 for 30 min, and then medium
was supplemented with the appropriate serum and antibiotic concentrations. Treatments were conducted 24 hours after cell transfection.
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Mouse ES-CM cell differentiation and treatment
Mouse ESCs were maintained and differentiated as previously described (101), and the absence of mycoplasma contamination was
confirmed before experimental studies. Briefly, mouse ESCs from
both WT and Dsg2mut/mut mice were derived from embryonic day
3.5 embryos and maintained on gelatin-coated dishes in maintenance
medium [Glasgow minimum essential medium (MEM) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum and 3 M Chir99021 and 1 M PD98059
or ESGRO (1000 U/ml); Millipore], GlutaMAX, sodium pyruvate,
and MEM nonessential amino acids (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For
CM differentiation, ESCs were plated in Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s
Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Ham’s F12 Medium (Cellgro)
at 3:1, supplemented with N2, B27, penicillin/streptomycin, 2 mM
GlutaMAX, 0.05% bovine serum albumin (BSA), l-ascorbic acid
(5 ng/ml; Sigma-Aldrich), and -monothioglycerol (Sigma-Aldrich)
at a final density of 100,000 cells/ml to allow spheroid formation.
After 48 hours, embryoid bodies were collected and transferred to
ultralow attachment plastic surface and induced for 40 hours with
activin A and Bmp4 (R&D Systems). Cells were then dissociated and
plated as monolayers for 48 hours in the presence of 10 M XAV
(3,5,7,8-Tetrahydro-2-[4-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]-4H-thiopyrano
[4,3-d]pyrimidin-4-one; R&D Systems) to allow CM differentiation.
The resulting ES-CMs were cultured 45 days before experimental
procedures were performed.
Four ES-CM experimental protocols were performed. (i) For
acute (1 day) versus chronic (7 days) -adrenergic and calcium
overload experiments, WT and Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs were treated for
1 or 7 days with media partially (50%) changed every day containing either (a) control media, (b) media containing 50 M ISO alone,
or (c) media containing 50 M ISO and 1 M Ca2+. (ii) For chronic
CAPN1 inhibition experiments, WT and Dsg2mut/mut ES-CM were
incubated in medium with 30 M calpeptin (CAPN1 inhibitor, catalog no. 0448, Tocris Bioscience) for 2 hours before the addition of
50 M ISO/1 M Ca2+ on day 1 and each consecutive day for 7 days
and 30 M calpeptin was re-administered each following morning
for 2 hours before partial (50%) 50 M ISO/1 M Ca 2+ media
change. (iii) For chronic AIF-TAT mimetic peptide inhibition experiments, WT and Dsg2mut/mut ES-CMs were incubated in medium
with either 0, 5, or 25 M AIF-TAT for 2 hours before the addition
of 50 M ISO/1 M Ca2+ on day 1 and each consecutive day for
7 days, where 0, 5, or 25 M AIF-TAT was re-administered every
other morning for 2 hours before partial (50%) 50 M ISO/1 M
Ca2+ media change. (iv) After 7 days of treatment, ES-CMs were
incubated with fluorescent-conjugated annexin V in a buffer containing 10 mM Hepes (pH 7.4), 140 mM NaCl, and 2.5 mM CaCl2,
followed by the addition of propidium iodide (1 mg/ml) and
analyzed by flow cytometry.
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After transfection and treatment, cell cultures were subjected to calcium overload in the presence of HBS KV medium containing 0.4%
trypan blue. Live-imaging, fluorescence-based cell viability was detected at 30 and 60 min after Ca2+ overload.

DNA retardation assay
A DNA retardation assay was performed, as previously described
(63), to examine the effects of oxidized or reduced AIF lysates on
the migration of double-stranded DNA. Specifically, a 10-l sample
was prepared to contain (i) 5 g of protein lysate, (ii) 4 l of a 100-bp
DNA ladder (ranging from 100 bp to 1.5 kb; Promega, G2101), and
(iii) 1 l (400 ng/l) of the WT Dsg2 2.2-kb double-stranded DNA
fragment generated by PCR (8), and then incubated at 37°C for
30 min. After incubation, 5 l of sample mixture was run on a
3% agarose gel at 150 V. A 1-kb DNA ladder (New England BioLabs,
N3232L) was used as a reference band.
Tissue microarray
A TMA composed of 94 LV tissues was generated consisting of 33
control tissues (noncardiac deaths), and three cohorts with failing
hearts: 28 DCM tissues, 8 HCM tissues, and 25 IHD tissues. All tissue cores were 1.5 mm in diameter, embedded in a single paraffin
block, and cut at 5 m thickness.
AIF subcellular localization analysis and determination
of AIF pathology score
After immunostaining, AIF fluorescence and nuclear fluorescence
(DAPI) were detected by laser scanning microscopy (Zeiss LSM 510
Meta) in a sequential fashion to avoid cross-talk between fluorophores, as previously described (45). Merged images were obtained
using Zeiss LSM software, and about 3 to 10 ROIs were assessed per
condition (mouse myocardium and patient myocardial biopsies).
Colocalization analyses were determined by the overlap of fluorophore distribution (x axis) versus fluorophore intensity (y axis)
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Statistical analysis
For all mouse and patient ACM findings, data are presented as
means ± SEM, and n values are provided in the figure, table, or
legend. For all HL-1 cell findings, data are presented as means ± SD
from six independent experiments/conditions. P < 0.05 was deemed
statistically significant. As appropriate, associations between continuous dependent variables were tested using Student’s paired/
unpaired t test (binary independent variables) or using one-way
or two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; two or more variables).
Specifics of statistical analyses performed are included in each figure
legend or table. Raw data are provided in data file S1.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

stm.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/13/581/eabf0891/DC1
Materials and Methods
Fig. S1. Dsg2mut/mut mice display ECG abnormalities and myocardial injury in response to
endurance exercise.
Fig. S2. CAPN1 activation and cell death in response to Ca2+ overload.
Fig. S3. CAPN1 inhibition in HL-1 cells by PD150606.
Fig. S4. CytC in Dsg2mut/mut mice and posttranslational modifications of AIF.
Fig. S5. AIF localization in ACM patient myocardium.
Fig. S6. Dsg2mut/mut mice display reduced COX IV abundance and aberrant myocardial
localization.
Fig. S7. Labeled cysteines and DNA gel electrophoresis.
Fig. S8. HSP70 and PPIA abundance in ACM myocytes.
Fig. S9. Increased AIF nuclear localization and nuclear loss of HMGB1 in ACM ES-CMs.
Fig. S10. Graphical abstract of exercise-induced, CAPN1/PPIA-mediated AIF-nuclear import
in ACM.
Table S1. Echocardiographic and electrocardiographic indices from exercised WT and
Dsg2mut/mut mice.
Table S2. Desmosomal gene variants in patients with ACM.
Table S3. Clinical characteristics and AIF pathology scores of patients with ACM.
Data file S1. Raw data.
View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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Menotti Ruvo, Richard N. Kitsis, Peter Andersen, Fabio Di Lisa and Nazareno Paolocci

Cell death in cardiomyopathy
Arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy (ACM) can lead to sudden cardiac death due to myocyte cell death and
ventricular dysfunction. Chelko et al. investigated the mechanism underlying exercise-induced myocyte death in
mice with desmoglein-2 mutations, which are linked to ACM. They found that intracellular calcium overload in the
mutant mouse hearts was associated with calpain-1 activation, calpastatin depletion, and cell death. In the mouse
model and tissue from patients with ACM, mitochondrial apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) translocation to the
nucleus was implicated in the process, and treatment with an AIF-mimetic could prevent cell death. This study
highlights a signaling pathway that could potentially be targeted for ACM therapy.
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